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by Peter Alger

 

Summer 2019 Friends of Bon Echo Park

echoes FROM THE rock

President's Report

Another season is in full swing and again, although it started off with a multitude of challenges,  it is
finally showing the potential to be another highly successful one. I would like to thank all of the
dedicated and talented people who help make this happen. From the volunteer board of directors and
their tireless efforts, to the volunteers on the ground, and the staff working in the Park - all have
contributed to the success of the programs and initiatives undertaken by the Friends. Our Executive
Director, Chris Callan, continues his tireless and diligent stick-handling as he maneuvers around the
extensive flood damages and many obstacles that we have had to face this year. Many other changes
have been made in the Friends operations. ONCA (Ontario Not for Profit Corporations Act) has set out
what they currently refer to as “guidelines” which reflect the coming changes all Not for Profit Charities
will be required to adhere to. At this point in time we are provided with some level of flexibility if we
wish to get ahead of the ONCA and develop our own bylaws (on the basis they are within prescribed
standards) or our other option is to continue to turn a blind eye and ultimately have predefined
guidelines for operations superimposed upon us. The board has agreed that taking a proactive
approach is the better option and as a result worked through a number of day long workshops to set
the tone moving forward. The first and maybe easiest transition is the fact that this will be the last
report coming from “THE PRESIDENT” as from this point forward we are shifting to a governance
model board and the leadership will be taking in the role of Chairperson.  For those who are uncertain
as to the immediate impacts as a result of this change, the governance model has the board moving
away from day to day operations and taking on a high level, long term planning and oversight function.
Day to day activities and operations now rest on the shoulders of the Executive Director and the front-
line service team which have the ability to troubleshoot and problem solve in real time. More to come
as we continue down this exciting path or revitalization of the Friends of Bon Echo and the ways we
serve the needs of Bon Echo Park.

Peter Alger
Chairman, Friends of Bon Echo Park



AGENDA

 Call to order.

 Approval of minutes of AGM on August 25, 2018 

 Approval of 2018 Financial Report

 Review of 2018 Annual Report

 Motion to approve the Director's actions during the last fiscal year

 New Business

a.   Appointment of Auditor 2019-2020

b.   Proposed bylaw regarding the number of Board Members:

 Be it resolved that the affairs of the Corporation shall be managed by a Board of minimum six (6) to maximum nine (9) Directors, each of

whom at the time of their election and throughout their term of  office shall be a member of the Corporation.  Be it further resolved that the

power to establish the precise  number of directors be delegated by the membership to the Board.

c.   Volunteer Recognition

d.   Other

7.    Presentation of Nominations to Board of Directors

8.   Election of Directors

9.   Closing remarks by President

10. Motion for adjournment

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Executive Director

Friends of Bon Echo Park 

31st Annual General Meeting 

Saturday, August 24 @ 1 pm

by Chris Callan

 WOW! What a spring! Each and every day brought us face to face with new and often exciting challenges - from
destroyed docks, to damaged boat tops and waterlogged life jackets, it was never clear what would be found around the
next bend.  The frontline team, with extensive help and support from the board, volunteer members, and local businesses
pulled together resources that have been a true asset as we looked to kick off this new season.   Thank you to all for
these efforts to date and the continued support as we work to finish off the numerous tasks.  
As mentioned by the chairman in his report we have also adopted the Governance Model which has resulted in a number
of operational changes having to happen.  Although many may not appreciate the amount of time and effort that has been
put into completing these changes, outcome from these efforts will be a combination of better data collection as well as
more accurate revenue and expenditure tracking.  This project has taken longer than expected, largely as a result of the
need to focus activities on damage control as mentioned above.  However, each and every day brings us closer to the
end goal and we are already seeing some positive interim results.
Over the winter I was fortunate to attend a conference hosted by Festivals and Events Ontario which focuses on how to
organize and facilitate successful public interaction activities.  Thanks goes out to OHTO as they awarded us a bursary
which covered the registration component to attend.  The immediate outcome has been reflected in the number of new
initiatives we are undertaking this summer and will also be seen in some of the fine tuning of existing events in an effort
to increase engagement by attendees.  One key point that was stressed is the need to provide "interactive or experiential"
programs as participants are more likely to post these on social media feeds which results in significant free advertising
leading to future growth.
We have established a new summer student position "Park Ambassador" who will be wandering the park talking to
campers about the activities, trails, BBQ's, the store and much more.  Although it is still early in the season, already we
are seeing positive results from her initiatives and feel this is a valuable add to the dynamic nature of our team. 
Another change for this season is with regards to the location of the ART SHOW.  After 23 years in the Children's
Program Area we embraced a proposal put forward by members of the park staff and relocated the event to SOUTH
BEACH.  With the increase in parking, additional spaces and stunning views of lower Mazinaw Lake, we anticipate this
will prove highly beneficial over time as we continue to look at ways to expand its market draw for both artists and
attendees.
Our final big change for this season has been with regards to the Saturday BBQ's.  We now are able to accept Credit and
Debit transactions at the BBQ event and this is being accepted remarkably well.  Also, due to the limited availability of
volunteers, we have taken the approach of having members of our paid staff step into the front-line positions.  Although
this does come with a cost in salaries being paid, the outcome has been an amazing: $1000 - $1400 in daily sales.  We are
working on developing a best practices procedure in an effort to be able to replicate this in coming seasons and
anticipate having this sorted out by the end of 2019.
 

 
 CALL FOR NOMINATIONS!

THERE ARE FOUR (4) POSITIONS BECOMING AVAILABLE ON
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS FOR THE FRIENDS OF BON

ECHO PARK THIS YEAR.  IF YOU'RE PASSIONATE ABOUT
THE PARK AND WANT TO BE PART OF THE TEAM THAT

HELPS PRESERVE ITS NATURAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE,
PLEASE CONSIDER PUTTING YOUR NAME FORWARD.  FOR
MORE INFORMATION, CALL THE OFFICE AT (613) 336-0830



The 2019 operating season is upon us and I am excited to share with you a new collaborative endeavour that is

underway.  Over the past few months the Friends of Bon Echo Park (FOBE) and Ontario Parks have developed and

formalized a Fall Colour Viewing Experience which is oriented toward large tour groups of up to 55 people or the

equivalent of a coach bus.  This new experience will include a fully guided group tour package on Mazinaw Lake and

surrounding park area.  

 

It will be set among the vivid fall colours, with engaging interpretive staff and boat captains leading groups on a short,

guided hike and boat cruise.  Visitors will have the opportunity to learn about the local Indigenous history, the origins

of Bon Echo Provincial Park and local connections to world famous artists and writers.  The tour will include a stop at

the Visitor Centre and Greystones store heritage buildings.

 

This new initiative was developed to attract the fall tour bus demographic and continue to support shoulder season

visitation growth.  Experiential travel engages the senses of visitors and creates meaningful and memorable

moments.  This packaged fall experience is Bon Echo's answer to the experiential tourism demand.  The package is

currently being promoted amongst many domestic and international tour operators through the Ontario Parks

marketing section with tours already confirmed for 2019.  The fall experience package will be offered amongst the

regular compliment of fall initiatives.  It will provide an opportunity to reach a new audience and business segment as

well as support FOBE's mandate.

 

Collaborative efforts help to protect and promote the significant natural and cultural features within the park and

ultimately enable Bon Echo Provincial Park to be a renowned destination.  The Friends of Bon Echo Park contribute a

vast amount of resources through the members, volunteers and staff members and we really appreciate your extra

special efforts.  We can all look forward to observing this new experience become established in the future during the

popular fall season.

 

 

Park Superintendent

by Clark Richards



For those of you who have been Friends members for years, you'll notice some changes this year regarding education and interpretation in Bon
Echo.  The first thing is a name change from Natural Heritage Education (NHE) Program to Discovery Program.  This is a result of an extensive
provincial review of the NHE Program over the past few years and implementing feedback to improve the program.  This is partly due to
changing visitor demographics & behaviours, more responsibility for helping with resource management, and the evolution of interpretation. 
 This has led to new staff training opportunities with a focus on knowing our audiences, knowing our resources, and using effective
interpretive techniques to make a meaningful connection to park visitors.
 
I was fortunate enough to take two of these courses, one National Association of Interpretation (NAI) course on Interpretive Planning and I
recently received my certification as an Interpretive Trainer to teach the NAI Certified Interpretive Guide course.  The two new Discovery
Leaders, Mitch and Emma, received the Certified Interpretive Guide training course in early June and were able to pass their knowledge to the
rest of the Discovery staff, five of whom are new to the park.  I have already noticed an improvement in programs.  There are stronger theme
statements and the programs are structured to stick to the themes.
 
All staff received the mandatory boat training to be able to provide interpretation on the two boats and act as deckhands.  A new dock has been
built for the two boats near the Visitor Centre and looks good.  Stop by the next time you are near the Visitor Centre or Greystones to check it
out.
 
A few special events have taken place.  Thanks to Friends, we were able to have Sciensational Sssnakes staff do two shows and Friends
volunteers held TurtleFest on July 13.  Park staff saw a lot of smiling kids that day with their faces painted like turtles.
 
A few Discovery staff have special projects this season.  A few are dedicated to invasive species management of Garlic Mustard & Dog-
strangling Vine and species at risk monitoring.  New staff are excited to learn how to use our two bat scanners and do some bat monitoring
soon.
 
Please stop in at the Visitor Centre and say hello to the staff and see the display case with some Horace Traubel items on loan to us for the
season.
 
 
 
 

Discovery Coordinator

by Lisa Roach

TurtleFest

Sciensational Sssnakes



FOBE Balance Sheet



EVENT GALLERY

ART EXHIBITION AND SALE 2019

WALT WHITMAN READING

FALCONFEST

SATURDAY BARBEQUES

FACE/ARM PAINTING

All photographs courtesy of Curtis Bird

TURTLEFEST


